Let A be a compact selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H. P denotes a one dimensional projection also acting on H. It is shown that the eigenvalues of A and A + tP (t > 0) interlace on the real axis. A converse of this result is also proved.
The purpose of this note is to study the change which results in the spectrum of a compact selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H by the addition to it of a positive multiple of a one dimensional projection.
We begin by stating a theorem of Hochstadt [1] and giving a variant of his proof based on [3] depending on a study of the resolvents of the operators involved, and our methods lead us naturally to a converse to this result.
Let A he a compact selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H. P denotes a one dimensional projection in the direction of a normalised element x of H: then Py = iy,x)x for every y in H. B is the operator A + tP, t > 0. We shall assume, for the moment, that all the eigenvalues of A are simple and that (x, <f>¡) vanishes for noy. This hypothesis ensures that <¡>(C) has exactly one zero in every interval of the form (a,,a,+1).
In the general case when x is orthogonal to one or more </>• (j = 1,2,... ) we perturb P to ob tain P' so thatP' is the projection in the direction of x', where x' is a normalised element of the Hubert space, and (x',<p¡) vanishes for noy. If {¡ij} are the eigenvalues of B' = A + tP', then exactly one pj lies in (Ay,\j+\). In the limit as B' -» P, we have that p-belongs either to [X/,Ay+1 ) or vVV,]. Theorem 2. Let {À,} and {p,} be two distinct monotone sequences of real numbers, each having zero as the only limit point. Further assume that p belongs to (A,,X +i) for each j and 2¿°=i G"* -Afc) converges. Let A be a compact self adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H having the A, (/ = 1,2,...) for eigenvalues. Then there exists a normalised element x and a corresponding one dimensional projection P such that for an appropriate t > 0 the operator B = A + tP has the eigenvalues p, (/ = 1,2,...). Between any two successive poles Xk, Xk + X there is precisely one zero nk and that zero is simple. Now if the residue of (#>(f) at those poles were of different sign, the function, near the ends of the interval ÍXk,Xk+x) would be large in absolute value and would have the same sign near the poles. Thus there would be an even number of zeros in between, multiplicity counted. Since this is not the case, the residues have the same sign at every pole. It is fairly easy to show that the function <|>(f) has negative residue at f = Xx. We may therefore write the function as <*>«) =1+2 x^p k=\ Aft -S where the masses mk are positive. It is also easy to see that CO lim x(X -<t>ix)) = 2 mk JC-»00 k=\ and this limit can also be computed from the product representation of <f>(f);
we find 2 mk = 2 ÍH ~ KY Call this quantity t and write 0(f) = 1 + t 2* ím'k)/ÍXk -£). Evidently
